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Abstract 

Since its debut in 2004, Google Scholar has been a popular topic of discussion in academic 
circles. Some librarians fear it will hinder scholarly research, especially among students, while 
faculty see it as another tool for tracking their citation counts and keeping current with research 
in their field. This paper attempts to gauge the impact of Google Scholar in academia by tracing 
its history, examining its strengths and weaknesses, and looking at its current usage.  
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Introduction 

 Google Scholar's 2004 debut offered a new way to search for scholarly articles, 

presentations, pre-prints and other academic materials through a web browser. As libraries began 

linking their database subscriptions to the service, users had the option of searching for materials 

through the Google user interface, even those only available through a library subscription. 

Google's entry into scholarly research, though, has spawned dozens of papers critiquing every 

aspect of its performance and numerous other papers criticizing it for luring students away from 

the library. This paper attempts to track the evolving relationship between Google Scholar and 

academic research as it matures as a service.  

History of Google Scholar 

 Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com), developed by Anurag Acharya, for Google, 

debuted in beta form on November 19, 2004 (Quint, 2004, York 2005). The service offers a 

searchable index of scholarly materials including journal articles, PowerPoint presentations, 

books, and conference proceedings. This index is automatically generated, though Google 

doesn't share how exactly how exactly their programming selects materials for Scholar. Initially 

Google also didn't disclose the exact set of materials deemed scholarly or the publishers its index 

included.  

 To improve the depth and breadth of its search results, Google representatives 

approached various journal publishers and aggregators. The earliest sign, though that Google 

Scholar was gaining acceptance in scholarly circles was OCLC freely sharing most of its 

WorldCat database with Google and Google Scholar (Callicott and Vaughn, 2005). 
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 Since leaving the beta testing phase, Google Scholar, now offers a list of the top 100 

publications in a variety of languages (Google, 2012). While still not an inclusive list, it does 

give a sense of what is crawled by the scholarly arm of the search engine behemoth.  

 In development at the same time as Google Scholar, Google Books has been scanning the 

library collections of participating libraries. While lawsuits have forced Google to change the 

scope of its Google Books project, the initial scanning included journal articles from the pre-fee-

based academic database days, thus forcing researchers to use both Google Scholar and Google 

Books to find information. In 2008, Google Scholar started its own scanning project to include 

"'journals that would otherwise never get digitized'" (Quint, 2008).  

 In 2009, Google Scholar expanded its index to include "U.S. Supreme Court opinions 

from 1791 and U.S. federal district, appellate tax and bankruptcy courts since 1923." Subscribers 

to Lexis/Nexis or Westlaw will still need to use their subscriptions for "the editorial work they 

provide on top of caselaw — e.g. headnotes and cite checking features." Nor does Google 

Scholar include statues or regulations (Tsai & Minick, 2009). Further more, Google Scholar does 

not provide "any sort of system to check the validity of the case, nor does it offer any type of 

taxonomy of the case" (Chanen, 2010). 

 In 2011, Google demoted Google Scholar, removing it from the top level of navigation 

options on their tool bar. To find Google Scholar through Google, one must click through two 

sub-menus or know the direct URL. Madgrigal (2012) of The Atlantic worries that this demotion 

to the "Even More" section signals that "projects without much revenue are endangered under 

Larry Page's reign."  
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 Taken, though, in the context of continued developments, including a redesign launched 

during the writing of this paper, and a blog dedicated to announcing Scholar developments, 

Google Scholar appears to be settling into a niche environment. By keeping Google Scholar 

separate from Google's commercial ventures — namely services that offer personalized, targeted 

advertising to its users via AdSense, Google is signaling its most vocal critics — academic 

librarians — that its journal indexing service is, in fact, a scholarly one. Van Orsdel and Born 

(2006) mentions Google using AdSense to provide advertising to online journals, but beyond 

their article, I've found no evidence of AdSense being used in conjunction with Google Scholar. 

 In 2012, Google introduced metrics to Google Scholar. Scholar calculates a publication's 

h-index (Hirsch index). Journals with higher numbers of citations will be ranked higher in 

Google Scholar search results than other journals — just as web pages receive higher billing on 

search results based on their PageRank (Kovalchik, 2012; Suzki, 2012). Google Scholar. The h-

index ranking of results in Scholar, though, can make it difficult to find more recently published 

materials as I will show later in this paper. 

 

Literature Review 

 From the moment Google Scholar was introduced, the reviews and studies of it — mostly 

in the form of testing its ability to find relevant content against established, federated services — 

have come at a steady pace. The literature can be divided into four categories: informational 

updates from Google, neutral reports on features or changes to features by third party sources, 

and reviews, both positive and negative. Among those reviewing Google Scholar (as opposed to 

just commenting on its features), the debate focuses on two questions: how scholarly are the 
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returned articles (compared to established fee based services) and "does that scholarliness vary 

across disciplines?" (Howland, Wright, Boughan & Roberts, 2009, p. 227).  

 As time was limited for a comprehensive literature review, I selected more than five-

dozen relevant articles that represent the wider scope of the on-going Google Scholar debate. 

Articles were found via these sources: Dialog Classic, Nexis.com, Factiva, Google Scholar (both 

for original research and for tracking down citations) and Google web search. As the Google 

Scholar debate is larger than academic circles, I chose to include non-peer reviewed sources. 

 The beta launch of Google Scholar was fraught with problems as noted most vocally by 

Jasco (2005, 2006, 2008, 2009). Jasco noted problems with citations both in terms of accuracy 

and number. Problems with crawling password protected, federated indices and publisher 

websites resulted in citations for P. Login and Password (Jasco, 2009). Although, the worst of 

these citation problems have been fixed, they remain a popular point of contention for reviewers.  

 A remaining problem with citations in Google Scholar is citation count. Meho and Yang 

(2007) like Jasco (2006), found rampant duplication of citations due in part to the inclusion of 

"non-scholarly sources (e.g. course reading lists), phantom or false citations ... errors in 

bibliographic information (e.g. wrong year of publication), as well as the lack of information 

about document type, document language, document length, and the refereed status of the 

retrieved citations. (p. 2118).  

 The lack of transparency in how Google selects its sources for scholarly is the second 

most cited concern (Donlan & Cooke, 2005; Meho & Yang, 2007; Tenopir, 2005; Vine 2006). 

For Cathcart and Roberts (2005), the lack of a list of resources or publishers, prevents novice 

searchers from gaining a "better understanding of the topic," leaving them instead to an 
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"overwhelmingly complex and unnecessarily time-consuming process." Wleklinski and Ojala 

(2005) question Google's estimate that Scholar contains "tens of millions" of scholarly items in 

its index, saying that without a comprehensive list of sources there is no way to gauge how 

Google "determines scholarly materials" (p. 22).  

 The Advanced Search form lacks the level of refinement that the federated databases 

offer — namely controlled vocabulary, ISBN, publisher, geographic or date range (for instance) 

(Tenopir, 2005). Hawkins (2009) paraphases Stephen Arnold, who calls Google a "disruptive 

force" for its "content intact, management, assembly, and delivery, as well as monetization and 

usage tracking" (p. 27). In the recent  Scholar redesign (April 2012), Advance Search has been 

hidden behind a arrow in the simple search box. This change may further hinder the search 

process for power users and prevent novices from learning more complex search techniques.  

 Google Scholar offers libraries a way to link their federated databases to Google Scholar. 

As early as 2005, libraries were taking sides. Those who embraced Google Scholar and provided 

full linking to staff and students, saw Google as another tool for introducing students to scholarly 

research (Jacobs, 2012; Poe, 2007). Those who refused to link, wanted to protect the relationship 

of the library/librarian in the teaching of information literacy and research techniques (Vine, 

2006; York, 2005). 

 Noruzi is among the earliest of enthusiastic reviewers of Google Scholar. He cites the 

growing need for "multidisciplinary information retrieval accentuated the need for improved 

retrieval methods" as his primary excitement over Google Scholar.  He also predicts that Google 

Scholar's ability to improve the performance of Open Access research would bring down the 

prices of academic journals and databases (Norzui, 2005). In May 2012, ProQuest launched a 
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lower cost service, Udini, to provide access to scholarly research to "'real people'" (Quint, 2012). 

Udini may well be the first sign of Norzui's prediction coming to fruition.  

 

Other options 

 Many of Google Scholar reviews and studies attempt to compare Scholar to other 

established services: Dialog, Lexis/Nexis, Factiva — or subject focused databases such as 

EcoLit, Pubmed, Historical Abstracts, and so forth. The majority of these comparisons are done 

not by librarians, but by subject experts — researchers or academic faculty. The interest in 

Scholar is therefore skewed towards their specific subject of expertise and their other research 

methods.  

 Kirkwood and Kirkwood did a number of subject comparisons of Google Scholar against 

the established, favorite tools of different disciplines. For the purpose of this paper, I looked at 

three of their 2011 studies. These three focus on EconLit (Kirkwood & Kirkwood 2011a), 

Historical Abstracts  (Kirkwood & Kirkwood 2011b) and BIOSIS (Kirkwood & Kirkwood 

2011c). As Kirkwood and Kirkwood used the same method for each of their studies — finding 

subject experts to help them formulate both expert and novice subject searches for both services 

— their results show that Google Scholar's ability to perform as well or better than the for fee 

services varies across disciplines. Librarians and faculty, therefore, should be aware of the 

potential shortfalls of Google Scholar by subject and include that in any information literacy 

training they do. 

 Howland, et. al., (2009) worked with librarians to create a rubric of questions to test 

Google Scholar's performance against subscription based databases. The rubric included sample 
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student questions, a structured query and a list of the databases to test. The results were then 

graded against six criteria to gauge the scholarliness: accuracy, authority, objectivity, currency, 

coverage and relevancy. Google Scholar performed higher across the board against the fee based 

databases.  

 Chen (2010) reported similar positive results for Google Scholar's coverage of known 

scholarly materials. The test used four hundred articles chosen at random from eight databases. 

They were then searched for in Google Scholar. Only two articles were not found. While Chen's 

test doesn't show how Google Scholar's interface compares in terms of constructing simple or 

complex searches to its subscription based counterparts, it does demonstrate that its coverage of 

articles is of similar depth and breadth. 

 Since Google Scholar's launch, librarians have expressed concern that students will 

bypass the federated databases, and find one more excuse to not seek help from the library or 

librarians. While they are for scholarly research over the basic search engine approach, they 

continue to worry about the accuracy and scholarliness of Google Scholar's results. Creagh's 

(2011) main concern for Google Scholar is that it will further encourage college students to treat 

all searches like a keyword search and further expand the divide between students and librarians.  

 Librarians who do connect their database subscriptions to Google Scholar, cite Scholar's 

friendly, expected user interface as an opportunity to help students "'evaluate the information 

they find and using it ethically' (Sophie McDonald, Information Services Librarian at University 

of Technology Sydney) (Creagh, 2011).  

 The on-going debate over Google Scholar is "how good is good enough." As a relatively 

new service — and as one that is offered free of charge — Google Scholar receives more 
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scrutiny than the for-fee alternatives. Le (2008) wondered at what point will Google Scholar 

have proved itself as being "'there yet.'" Four years later, that question hasn't been answered, 

though there does seem to be a reluctant acknowledgment that none of the other services are 

"there yet" either. In other words, all methods of computer-based search are somehow flawed. 

Information literacy training should, therefore, include not only a wide array of available tools 

but also tips on how to recognize and work with their inherent flaws. 

Current Performance 

 Google Scholar functions best at finding recent articles, especially those posted on the 

internet — a growing trend as Jones (2005) notes. For older — pre-2000s articles — Scholar 

mostly finds citations and not the actual articles. That said, Scholar's ranking algorithm tends to 

favor articles published in the last two years, versus those currently published. For pre 2000 

articles where only a citation exists, a researcher will have to either find the article through their 

library's subscriptions, in the actual library or possibly in Google Books if the print journal has 

been scanned. Coverage of different fields of study ranges anywhere from 70% up to 100% 

(Lewandowski, 2010).  

 While numerous articles suggest that college students are turning first to Google Scholar 

(Amjadali, 2012; Baudino, Johnson & Jenkins, 2005; Breeding, 2005; Cathcart & Roberts, 2005; 

Creagh, 2011, Devine & Egger-Sider, 2004, Donlan & Cooke, 2005), the literature shows that 

usage is actually highest among college faculty (Baldwin, 2009; Bauer & Bakkalbasi, 2005; Beel 

& Gipp, 2010; Howland, Wright, Boughan & Roberts, 2009; Mr. Zero, 2102).  Tenure is in part 

dependent on one's published and cited articles. Other citation services don't include books or 
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book chapters in their calculations (Uggen, 2011), giving Google Scholar an advantage for 

researchers who primarily publish in book form.  

 Since 2011, Google Scholar has offered a profile page for authors to track their citations 

(Connor, 2011), and automated alerts that can be tracked either through email. In fact, email 

alerts can be set up for any citation profile page, as Google demonstrates with the Richard 

Feynman page (Google, n.d.). Though flawed in how it counts citations (especially when there 

are articles with more than one version available online), Google Scholar is "a worthwhile 

alternative source of citation data" (Harzing and van der Wal, 2009). 

 While Google Scholar's performance and coverage has improved considerably from the 

time of its beta launch, it still has some points of vulnerability, especially in how it counts and 

tracks citations. Dougan (2010) notes that Scholar places the most heavily cited articles at the top 

of its search results, thereby hiding the most recently published articles — even if they are 

written by a well cited author. A quick search of authors who have published articles within the 

last two years, shows that their 2010 articles rank higher (due to citation count) than their 2012 

published articles. I ran the test looking for articles by I. Sammis, G. Sammis and C. G. Sammis 

—  an applied mathematics PhD, an organic chemistry PhD and a geophysics PhD respectively. 

In each case their older works (and thus, most cited) ranked highest. To find their latest articles, I 

had to use Scholar's time range to limit the results, as there is no sort results by date option.  

 As Scholar is a Google product, Beel, Gipp and Wilde (2010) tested to see if the index 

could be affected through a specialized form of search engine optimization, one they have called 

academic search engine optimization (ASEO). They define the practice as "the creation, 
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publication, and modification of scholarly literature in a way that makes it easier for academic 

search engines to both crawl it and index it" (p. 176).  

 The original article by Beel, Gipp and Wilde outlined thirteen ways an article could be 

tailored to catch Google Scholar's attention during the crawling process. While these tips were 

presented to help authors have their work found and cited properly, the response from academic 

circles was one of concern, citing the possibility the that their techniques could be used to clog 

up Google Scholar with academic spam to artificially boost citation counts, and thus an author's 

h-index (Rochking, 2010; Humble, 2011; Kenny, 2011; Norman, 2012). 

 Beel (2010) followed up on the original ASEO suggestions to test the viability of creating 

false references through those techniques. He created false articles that were slightly modified 

from the original peer-reviewed articles and gave them new titles. Inside these articles he 

embedded text as invisible keywords that were nonsense strings of characters used to track the 

indexing of these bogus articles. Beel found that his articles were indexed and concludes that 

"Google Scholar applies no or only very rudimentary mechanisms to detect and prevent spam" 

(Beel, 2010, p. 298). Beel includes the strings he used in his test and a search on Google Scholar 

reveals that the bogus articles are still indexed two years after the original study. For now, at 

least, it appears Google is relying on academic honesty on the part of the authors, rather than 

filtering for spam and citation inflation. 

Current Usage 

 Google Scholar's appeal to users stems from its design as a "'blended' resource" (Hartman 

& Mullen, 2008). It offers web-based scholarly search, citation analysis (though still somewhat 

flawed), an access point to Open Access materials, as well as another method to search 
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subscription based databases and other commercial federated search products depending on what 

academic affiliations the user has. By connecting to the library subscriptions to Google Scholar, 

libraries are able to offer the simplicity "which users expect" while offering them the scholarly 

content "which users need" (Luther & Kelly, 2011, p. 166). Liu and Cabrera (2008) also praise 

Google Scholar's wide range of scholarly access, especially it's ability to find pre- and post-print 

articles, conference presentations and other educational e-repositories. While greater and wider 

information sounds good, the larger number of results can also mean more work in vetting the 

results on the part of the researcher.  

 As Google Scholar includes multi-language support, something that most of the 

aggregators and subscription based databases don't, the service is gaining usage outside of the 

United States. There is a developing trend in the Google Scholar research to compare the service 

against local, non-English federated or open source databases (Dinakaran, 2012). Google 

Scholar's performance in other languages, though, is beyond the scope of this paper.  

 Among all the reviews and discussions of Google Scholars scholarliness, there is a lack 

of actual user testing studies. I found two papers reporting the results user testing. Hightower and 

Caldewell (2010) at the University of California, Santa Cruz, found a fairly wide adoption rate of 

Google Scholar among faculty and students as a secondary source of research among their 

medical and science disciplines. A study of 3,000 faculty done by Walters (2011) found Google 

and Google Scholar were the third most popular resource for scholarly research after electronic 

databases and following citations from journal articles.  

 From my discussions with Google Scholar users, the inconsistent coverage is a major 

reason why Scholar is used primarily to find specific articles, rather than as a starting point for 
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research. I posted a question to my friends who are in academia (a mix of sciences and library 

and information science, both as faculty and as students) on Twitter and Facebook. I asked "Do 

you use Google Scholar?" Among the dozen responses, most popular answer was, "What is 

Google Scholar" followed "Never heard of it." The third response was "Never." The last 

response from only two, one a librarian and one a biologist, was "only for secondary research." 

This survey was an impromptu one, piqued by my curiosity on the lack of Google Scholar user 

studies. If I were to readdress the impact of Google Scholar on scholarly research, I would try to 

conduct a user study that included a wide range of universities and academic settings. That level 

of research though is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Conclusion 

 "Just Google it," is an expression that sums up everything that's troublesome about 

Google's dominance in search engine services. While Google Scholar has improved significantly 

in the depth and breadth of its coverage of scholarly materials, librarians and faculty need to be 

diligent about teaching scholarly research methods. Kazan's blunt "It's not Google's fault if users 

create stupid queries," (2010) suggests that Google Scholar is gaining acceptance as another tool 

to be taught in information literacy training. Google Scholar training, though, should also include 

methods for gauging the search results (Luther & Kelly, 2011) the service produces as well as 

how to use it in conjunction with federated databases, library books, and print references. 

 As Open Access indexing of scholarly work continues to gain in popularity (Koskinen, 

Lappalainen, Liimatainen, Nevalainen, Niskala & Salminen, 2010), Google Scholar is positioned 

to be the starting point for finding articles, especially among the growing number of discipline 

specific open indexing sites (Jones, 2005). In Google Scholar's early years, Yahoo! and 
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Microsoft both offered competing scholarly indexing and search services. Quint (2004) 

suggested that Google Scholar would inspire further and aggressive competition — especially 

from Yahoo (as Bing wasn't on the market yet). The opposite happened with the closure of 

Microsoft's service. If Yahoo still offers scholarly content through it's Content Acquisition 

Program, it is more buried than Google Scholar. I could find no way of accessing it or testing it.  

 In testing the Google Scholar and using it in conjunction with other scholarly aggregators 

and databases, I suspect the next wave of competition will come from the well established 

services — especially as they move towards adopting web standard UIs and web based search 

options. These established services need to compete if they wish to have a say on how the entry 

of Google Scholar changes the nature of computer based scholarly research (Timpson & Sansom, 

2011). The first for free service to directly compete with Google Scholar is ProQuest with the 

introduction of Udini (Quint 2012). How well Udini will compete with Scholar or what niche it 

will fill is yet to be determined. Outside of these for-fee services, I see the early adopter, the 

OCLC and it's WorldCat database being the next big source of competition to Google Scholar.  
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Appendix 1: Cross section of the types of reviews of Google Scholar 
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Appendix 2: Sources of the references cited 

 

 Three quarters of my references come from Dialog Classic and Google Scholar. Dialog 

Classic was my primary reference source, with Google Scholar (linked to my San Jose State 

library account) serving as my method to track down citations. Nexis provided some news 

articles about the state of Google Scholar over the years. Factiva, though, helped me track down 

some crucial development information, thanks in part to two interviews conducted by Barbara 

Quint. Finally, I do have four references — blog posts — found via web search through 

Google.com.  


